NeoCare

NeoCare is a professional application that helps users apply protection protocols, especially to respect the safety distance.

NeoCare uses the smartphones residents functions such as Bluetooth to warn users of non-compliance with safety distances imposed by the activity retake.

Licenses association

An association between the users terminal and a NeoSafe license is required for the NeoCare application.
This association can be done from the NeoSafe management web interface, available on the website [neosafe.fr](http://neosafe.fr) heading Client access.

The main page, or DashBoard, is displayed:

![DashBoard](image)

*Picture 1: DashBoard*

Select "Licenses Settings" in the "Licenses" tile to go to the licenses settings page.
The following page show the total number of NeoSafe licenses you possess:

![License Settings](image)

*Picture 2: Licenses settings*

Select one and click on 'Modify” above the board.
You can now enter the terminal IMEI number, its phone number and its name on the management web interface.

The terminal IMEI number can be known by typing *#06# on the telephone keypad.

**Application installation**

The NeoCare application .apk file is available on the [neosafe.fr](http://neosafe.fr) website, heading Downloads --> Android Apps --> Neocare (click [here](http://neosafe.fr) to go there directly).

Once the file is downloaded, you can launch the application installation on the smartphone.
First start

The first time the application is launched, it will ask for the smartphones phone number to identify it.
The phones numbers can be on different formats: "06 xx", "+33 6 xx", "6 xx".

![Enter your phone number]

This application is a professional application distributed by the company **NEOSAFE**.

*Picture 3: NeoCare first start - 1*
The next step ask you the license number associated to the smartphone. This license number can be provided by an NeoCare solution administrator. The license number is in format: "MAxxxxxx".
The location authorization is mandatory to use the Bluetooth for the application.

Click on ‘Always allow’.

*Picture 5: NeoCare first start - 3*
You are now on the application main screen:

![NeoCare main menu](image)

*Picture 6: NeoCare main menu*
Application use

To start the NeoCare application security, you just have to push the central button, it become blue to show that the security is ON. An icon is displayed in the notification bar.

![Security is ON](image)

You can use the smartphone normally when the security is ON. You can put the NeoCare application in background, open others applications or start a call while being protected by NeoCare.

Note: Bluetooth must be ON so that NeoCare protection can be ON. If you try to start the NeoCare protection without the Bluetooth being ON, a window will propose to start it.
When an other smartphone equipped with an active NeoCare protection is near you, both smartphones make a specific sound to report a safety distance non-compliance, and a visual signal is displayed on the phone.

*Picture 8: Safety distance is not respected!*
Application settings

You can access the applications settings by clicking on the toothed wheel on the top right side.

![Picture 9: Settings access](image9.png)

![Picture 10: NeoCare settings](image10.png)

Application settings are:

- Minimum security distance (from 1 meter to 5 meters)
- Modification of the duration of non-compliance with this safety distance (from 1s to 5s) before server alert
- Selection of the sound played when the safety distance is not respected
- Activation or deactivation of the vibrator when the safety distance is not respected

Pressing the Back button on the phone allows you to return to the main menu of the application.
allowing you to save the changes made.

Note: for a safety distance setting of 1m, the actual distance measured can vary between 0.5m and 1.5m.